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terest to the urban climate readership.  Please contact 
me or David (davidp@bgu.ac.il) if you are interested.

For me personally, 2020 has been a momentous 
year. After almost 40 years as a university academic I 
took retirement in December, but will continue with 
my interests in all things climate as an Emeritus Proff
fessor. I’m hoping that this will allow more time to 
pursue some key interests, including continued supff
port of the IAUC. One part of retirement that has not 
been easy has been the sifting through 40 years accuff
mulation of material in my university office, to decide 
what to keep and transfer to my home office!

With my very best wishes for a safe, productive and 
happy 2021.

Dear colleagues in the IAUC community, 
I sense that 2020 has been a wakefup call for all of 

us. It has shown us just how vulnerable we are as a 
species on this planet, that we are not as much in conff
trol as we would like to believe we are, and that we 
should all show more respect for our planetary home. 
Of course, COVID has dominated our lives this year, 
but climate concerns have also continued largely unff
abated, with new records established and some unff
precedented events. Exactly one year ago as I wrote 
this column, catastrophic fires with links to a changff
ing climate were burning across large swathes of 
eastern Australia, producing smoke that circumnaviff
gated the globe.  These fires were followed by similar 
catastrophic fires in the US that also had substantial 
air quality and health impacts on urban populations 
in both countries.

But I want to close 2020 and open 2021 on a more 
positive note. Despite the trials and tribulations of the 
past year, it has been a very positive one for the IAUC.  
We have seen the IAUC Board refreshed and invigoratff
ed with new, young members. We saw a consultation 
with the wider IAUC membership on the unfortunate 
postponement of the ICUC in Sydney by one year, but 
the very positive outcome from this of an IAUC online 
seminar series that has attracted almost 100 online 
participants for each of the events to date. We also 
saw the introduction of the Timothy Oke Award, a new 
IAUC award for earlyftofmid career researchers, that is 
in addition to our flagship Luke Howard Award.  Addiff
tionally, a new Outreach Committee is in the process 
of being established that will consult with the IAUC 
membership on a range of initiatives in the New Year.

The IAUC Newsletter goes from strengthftofstrength 
thanks to David Pearlmutter.  In this quarter’s edition, 
we thank and farewell Matthias Demuzere as Chair 
of the Bibliography Committee, to be replaced by 
Chenghao Wang.  Also in this edition, we are seeking 
a replacement for Paul Alexander as our «In the News» 
editor. It would be great if a member of the IAUC comff
munity could take on this role. It’s not a huge commitff
ment, as it basically involves scanning the media and 
flagging 3f4 timely articles for each issue that are of inff

From the IAUC President

 − Nigel Tapper,
IAUC President
nigel.tapper@monash.edu
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Climate crisis: 2020 was joint hottest year ever recorded

December 2020 — The climate crisis continued unff
abated in 2020, with the joint highest global temperaff
tures on record, alarming heat and record wildfires in the 
Arctic, and a record 29 tropical storms in the Atlantic.

Despite a 7% fall in fossil fuel burning due to coronaviff
rus lockdowns, heatftrapping carbon dioxide continued 
to build up in the atmosphere, also setting a new record. 
The average surface temperature across the planet in 
2020 was 1.25C higher than in the prefindustrial period 
of 1850f1900, dangerously close to the 1.5C target set by 
the world’s nations to avoid the worst impacts.

Only 2016 matched the heat in 2020, but that year 
saw a natural El Niño climate event which boosts temff
peratures. Without that it is likely 2020 would have been 
the outright hottest year. Scientists have warned that 
without urgent action the future for many millions of 
people “looks black”.

The temperature data released by the European 
Union’s Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) 
showed that the past six years have been the hottest six 
on record. They also showed that Europe saw its hottest 
year on record, 1.6C above the longfterm average, with 
a searing heatwave hitting western Europe in late July 
and early August.

The Arctic and northern Siberia saw particularly exff
treme average temperatures in 2020, with a large region 
3C higher than the longfterm average and some locaff
tions more than 6C higher. This resulted in extensive 
wildfires, with a record 244m tonnes of CO2 released 
within the Arctic Circle. Arctic sea ice was also signififf
cantly lower, with July and October seeing the smallest 
extent on record for those months.

“[The year] 2020 stands out for its exceptional warmth 
in the Arctic,” said Carlo Buontempo, director of C3S. “It 
is no surprise that the last decade was the warmest on 
record, and is yet another reminder of the urgency of 
ambitious emissions reductions to prevent adverse cliff
mate impacts.”

“The extraordinary climate events of 2020 show us we 
have no time to lose,” said Matthias Petschke, at the Euff
ropean commission. “It will be difficult, but the cost of 
inaction is too great.”

“Despite the absence of the cyclical boost of El Niño to 
global temperatures [we are] getting dangerously close 
to the 1.5C limit,” said Prof Dave Reay, at the University 
of Edinburgh. “Covid lockdowns around the world may 
have caused a slight dip in emissions, but the CO2 acff
cumulating in the atmosphere is still going up fast. Unff
less the global economic recovery from the nightmares 
of 2020 is a green one, the future of many millions of 
people around the world looks black indeed.”

The Arctic and northern Siberia saw particularly extt
treme average temperatures in 2020, with a large rett
gion 3C higher than the longtterm average. Source: 
www.theguardian.com

Global heating continued unabated despite 
Covid lockdowns, with record Arctic wildfires and 

Atlantic tropical storms

HELP WANTED! Expressions of interest are sought for the role of News items Editor. 
The role involves trawling periodically (four times a year) through ~1,209,600 news 
items that are created across the globe daily, for stories that fit the urban climate 
community’s eclectic interests. 
For more information or to put yourself forward, please contact David Pearlmutter 
(davidp@bgu.ac.il).  

A great debt of appreciation goes to our outgoing News Editor, Paul Alexander. Many thanks, Paul for your 
years of service!

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/08/arctic-report-climate-crisis-wildfires-ice-loss
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/08/arctic-report-climate-crisis-wildfires-ice-loss
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/nov/10/devastating-2020-atlantic-hurricane-season-breaks-all-records
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/dec/11/rebound-in-carbon-emissions-expected-in-2021-after-fall-caused-by-covid
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/08/global-warming-must-not-exceed-15c-warns-landmark-un-report
https://climate.copernicus.eu/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jan/08/climate-crisis-experts-2020-joint-hottest-year-ever-recorded
mailto:davidp@bgu.ac.il
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The level of CO2 in the atmosphere reached a new reff
cord in 2020, with the cut in emissions due to Covid lockff
downs described as a “tiny blip” by the UN’s World Meff
teorological Organisation. VincentfHenri Peuch, director 
of the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service, said: 
“Until the net global emissions reduce to zero, CO2 will 
continue to accumulate in the atmosphere and drive 
further climate change.”

The UK Met Office issued a forecast on Friday that CO2 
levels will pass a new milestone in 2021 – being 50% 
higher than before the Industrial Revolution. Its scienff
tists said CO2 will exceed 417 parts per million (ppm) for 
several weeks from April to June, which is 50% higher 
than the 278 ppm in the late 18th century when indusff
trial activity began.

This is despite the expectation that weather condiff
tions brought by the counterpart of El Niño, La Niña, 
will see higher natural growth in tropical forests that will 
soak up some of humanity’s emissions.

“The humanfcaused buildup of CO2 in the atmosphere 
is accelerating,” said Prof Richard Betts at the Met Offf
fice. “It took over 200 years for levels to increase by 25%, 

but now just over 30 years later we are approaching a 
50% increase. Global emissions will need to be brought 
down to net zero within about the next 30 years if global 
warming is to be limited to 1.5C.” — Damian Carrington, 
The Guardian Environment editor. Source: https://www.
theguardian.com/environment/2021/jan/08/climatef
crisisfexpertsf2020fjointfhottestfyearfeverfrecorded

A record 29 tropical storms formed in the Atlantic 
Ocean in 2020. Source: www.theguardian.com

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/nov/23/climate-crisis-co2-hits-new-record-despite-covid-19-lockdowns
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/nov/23/climate-crisis-co2-hits-new-record-despite-covid-19-lockdowns
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/met-office
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jan/08/climate-crisis-experts-2020-joint-hottest-year-ever-recorded
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jan/08/climate-crisis-experts-2020-joint-hottest-year-ever-recorded
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jan/08/climate-crisis-experts-2020-joint-hottest-year-ever-recorded
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jan/08/climate-crisis-experts-2020-joint-hottest-year-ever-recorded
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Trump rolled back 100+ environmental rules − Biden 
may focus on restoring five of the biggest ones

Together, the five rollbacks, if not reversed, would release an additional 1.8 billion to 2.1 billion metric tons 
of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere by 2035

November 2020 — Even if US Presidentfelect Joe Biden 
can reassemble the pieces of climate policy shattered by 
President Donald Trump, it is not likely to be adequate 
to tackle the challenge of global warming, which has 
grown substantially after four years of inaction.

Biden faces science that paints a more alarming picff
ture than it did four years ago and federal courts that, 
with Trump appointees, will be more skeptical of presiff
dential power to act than when President Barack Obama 
put in place the first U.S. regulations to cut greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

For Biden to bring the United States back into the 
Paris climate accord and achieve his ambitious goal of 
setting the United States on a path to netfzero carbon 
emissions by midfcentury, his team will have to attain 
deeper cuts in pollution than Obama sought, while havff
ing to work harder to bulletproof their actions against 
legal challenge.

The Trump administration has rolled back more than 
100 environmental regulations in the last four years − inff
cluding rules on offshore drilling, management of water 
pollution at coal power plants, monitoring air pollution 
at oil refineries, and permits for pipeline construction.

“President Biden will have his work cut out for him to 
reverse the damage done,” said Dan Lashof, US director 
of the World Resources Institute. “To be successful, he’s 
going to need to focus on a smaller number of very highf
impact actions.”

Climate policy experts say they expect Biden’s team to 
focus on five Trump rollbacks in particular that have set 
back the nation’s progress in cutting emissions: rollbacks 
on clean cars, clean power, climate superfpollutants, 
methane leaks from oil and gas operations and gas from 
landfills. Taken together, those will result in the release 
of at least an additional 1.8 billion to 2.1 billion metric 
tons of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere by 2035 
if they are not reversed, according to a recent analysis by 
the consulting firm, The Rhodium Group. That’s equivaff
lent to more than one year’s emissions from Russia.

The Trump administration currently is in court facing 
multiple legal challenges over all five deregulatory acff
tions − cases that the Biden administration now will inff
herit, and almost certainly will ask the courts to hold in 
abeyance while it reviews and revises the regulations. 
(The Trump administration did exactly that with litigation 

over the Obama rules when it took over in January 2017.)
Although the Biden administration will want to move 

quickly, there are few viable shortcuts in the process of 
writing new regulations, a process that can take two 
to three years. In fact, the Trump administration faced 
numerous setbacks in the courts, mainly because it did 
not adequately justify its actions or skipped the needed 
notice and comment procedures. The Institute for Policy 
Integrity at New York University Law School tallied some 
80 adverse rulings for the Trump administration in lawff
suits over its weakening of environmental rules. 

“Whether you’re building the building up, or you’re 
tearing the building down, or rebuilding it up again, you 
have to go through the same steps,” said David Doniff
ger, director of the climate and clean energy program at 
the Natural Resources Defense Council, an environmenff
tal group that has led many of the legal challenges to 
Trump’s regulatory rollbacks.

Some had hoped that Biden would be able to rely on 
Congress to help repeal some of the Trump deregulaff

https://climate.law.columbia.edu/climate-deregulation-tracker
https://climate.law.columbia.edu/climate-deregulation-tracker
https://rhg.com/research/the-rollback-of-us-climate-policy/#:~:text=Rhodium%20Group%20has%20analyzed%20the,to%20the%20atmosphere%20by%202035.
https://policyintegrity.org/trump-court-roundup
https://policyintegrity.org/trump-court-roundup
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tory actions. Using a Newt Gingrichfera law called the 
Congressional Review Act, Congress repealed 17 Obama 
administration rules after Trump took office.

But unless the Democrats gain control of the Senate 
by winning Georgia’s two runoff races in January, the 
party will not be able to bring such measures to the floor 
without the approval of Republican Senate Majority 
Leader Mitch McConnell. [Note: Democrats did win both 
races.]

Still, Doniger believes that Biden has an advantage 
that Obama lacked when he embarked on climate policy 
− a groundswell of public support and attention. Climate 
change was a focus throughout the 2020 campaign, 
with Biden repeatedly framing it as one of the four great 
crises he faces, along with the coronavirus, the economy 
and racial justice.

“We have enormous challenges ahead of us, but we 
have a new opportunity for forward motion, and for acff
tion and for hope,” Doniger said.

Even those who believe that Biden’s authority to use 
the regulatory process on climate is limited think the 
atmosphere is favorable for progress. Jeff Holmstead, a 
partner in the law and lobbying firm Bracewell, who repff
resents industry clients on clean air matters, argues that, 
even with a Republicanfled Senate, the Biden White 
House should make its case to Congress instead of reff
lying too heavily on new regulations. “There are many 
people in the business community who would like to see 
climate legislation,” Holmstead said. “They would like 
the business certainty.”

Here are the big climate regulations that environmenff
tal law experts believe will be high on the Biden team’s 
agenda, as well as the challenges they will face.

Clean Cars
Biden talked about his vision for an electric vehicle fuff

ture in a campaign ad that featured his vintage 1967 Corff
vette Stingray, a wedding gift from his father, a car salesff
man. The message: He is seeking a transformational move 
away from the internal combustion engine that doesn’t 
leave behind the American love of the automobile.

Biden will have a chance early on to show if he can 
bring the auto industry aboard. One of the highest priorff
ity items for his climate agenda will be to undo the largff
est of the Trump administration’s regulatory rollbacks − 
eliminating the Obama program to boost the fuel econff
omy of cars and SUVs to 54.5 miles per gallon by Model 
Year 2025. 

The Trump plan, which ratcheted down the goal to 40 
mpg by 2026 − a mark automakers were expected to hit 
with or without a rule − has the potential to release 1 
gigaton of additional greenhouse gas pollution into the 
atmosphere by 2035, according to the consulting firm, 
the Rhodium Group. That’s close to one year’s emissions 

from Japan, and equal to the impact of the four other big 
climate rollbacks put together.

Biden can’t tackle climate without action on passenff
ger vehicles, which have driven transportation to surff
pass electric power as the No. 1 source of greenhouse 
gas emissions.

A key will be California, which has for 50 years had the 
leeway to set its own tough standards under the Clean 
Air Act, because it acted on pollution before the rest of 
the nation. As part of its rollback, Trump revoked Califorff
nia’s authority to act on greenhouse gas emissions. The 
result has been exactly what the carmakers said they 
didn’t want: the uncertainty of litigation, with 14 states 
supporting California’s battle against the Trump adminff
istration. 

There’s already one compromise solution that might 
provide a template for Biden. Five automakers (Ford, 
Honda, BMW, Volkswagen and Volvo), accounting for 30 
percent of the US market, have cut a deal with California, 
agreeing to improve fuel economy from 38 mpg today 
to 51 mpg by 2026, a slightly less ambitious timetable 
than the Obama plan.

“That may well become the foundation for a new fedff
eral regulation,” said Michael Gerrard, founder and faculff
ty director of the Sabin Center for Climate Change Law at 
Columbia University. The result would be the kind of naff
tionwide uniform standard that carmakers had under the 
Obama plan, and that all agree they prefer. The trick will 
be mapping out a US auto future beyond 2026; Califorff
nia Gov. Gavin Newsom in September pledged to ban all 
sales of gasolinefpowered vehicles in the state by 2035.

General Motors, the largest carmaker and manufacff
turer of Biden’s beloved Corvette, has not signed on to 

Then U.S. VicetPresident, Joe Biden sits in a Corvette 
at the North American International Auto Show industt
try preview on January 16, 2014, in Detroit, Michigan. 
In an ad for his presidential campaign, Biden talked 
about his vision for an electric vehicle future. The ad 
featured his vintage 1967 Corvette Stingray, a wedtt
ding gift from his father, a car salesman. Source: insidett
climatenews.org

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/01/06/us/georgia-election-results
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/31032020/fuel-efficiency-rollback-trump-administration-california-cafe-climate-change-tailpipe-emissions/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/31032020/fuel-efficiency-rollback-trump-administration-california-cafe-climate-change-tailpipe-emissions/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/17112020/trump-rollbacks-biden-clean-cars-power-methane/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/17112020/trump-rollbacks-biden-clean-cars-power-methane/
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the California deal. Like the other American carmakers, 
General Motors is dependent on sales of highly profitable, 
gas guzzling pickfup trucks and large SUVs. But it recently 
has sent signals in sync with the Biden plan, announcing 
a $2.2 billion investment in EV production in the United 
States, with factories in Michigan and Tennessee. GM also 
rolled out an allfelectric Hummer that will be available 
next year. 

“As soon as soon as it became apparent that Biden was 
going to win the election, that was a signal to all the autoff
mobile manufacturers that these new, stricter standards 
are coming,” said Gerrard. “And I don’t think that they’re 
waiting for the conclusion of the rulemaking process. That 
work is probably already underway.”

In addition to regulation, Biden plans other moves to 
hasten an EV transition, including consumer incentives 
or rebates, the deployment of 500,000 charging stations 
across the United States and federal fleet purchases of 
electric vehicles.

Clean Power And Beyond?
One of the toughest legal strategy challenges the Biden 

administration will face in addressing climate change is 
what to do about electric power plants and other industrial 
sources of greenhouse gases. Obama’s signature climate 
policy, the Clean Power Plan, was never implemented beff
cause of a stay issued by Supreme Court Justice Antonin 
Scalia days before his death in 2016. 

And last year, the Trump administration put in place a 
weak replacement, the Affordable Clean Energy rule, which 
would reduce carbon emissions less than 1 percent when 
fully implemented in 2030. Even though half the states are 
on track to meet their goals under the Obama plan anyway, 
the rollback could mean 241 million metric additional tons 
of greenhouse gas in the atmosphere by 2035, according 
to Rhodium.

The Trump administration, supported by some industry 
groups and coalfdependent states led by  West Virginia, 
has maintained that the Environmental Protection Agency 
had no authority to put in place a sweeping program like 
the Clean Power Plan. 

Under the Obama administration, the EPA treated elecff
tric power plants as part of an interconnected system, and 
gave states the flexibility to allow utilities to meet pollution 
reduction goals by switching the power plants they relied 
on, moving from coal to natural gas and renewable enerff
gy. But the Trump administration argued that the Clean Air 
Act only gave EPA authority to require efficiency improveff
ments within each individual power plant.

Even with the Trump administration gone, any attempt 
by the Biden team to simply reinstate the Obama approach 
will meet with a legal challenge from industry and from 
some states, which are  confident that the Supreme Court, 
as now remade by Trump, will see things their way. 

“The Clean Air Act contains very circumscribed regulaff

tory programs that the EPA can use when it comes to inff
dustrial sources, including power plants,” said Holmstead, 
who served as a top official in President George W. Bush’s 
EPA. “All they can do is require existing facilities to improve 
their operations or to install emission controls. And neither 
of those things is going to accomplish very much in terms 
of reducing CO2 emissions.”

Although Biden’s environmental law advisers disagree 
with that legal interpretation, the team is looking for ways 
to make progress without getting mired for years in a legal 
battle. Some legal scholars have proposed that the adminff
istration consider shifting to the use of another provision of 
the Clean Air Act: one that gives the EPA power to require 
states to address emissions that contribute to air pollution 
that endangers public health or welfare in other countries, 
as long as those countries provide reciprocal protections. 
Another approach would be to focus on tightening the 
U.S. air quality standards for other pollutants from burning 
fossil fuels − like smogfcausing pollutants and particulate 
matter − which would have the effect of reducing carbon 
emissions.

Doniger said that approach might especially make sense 
for the Biden administration, which will be trying to meet 
environmental justice goals at the same time as it tackles 
climate change.

“This is hard, but worth doing,” said Doniger. “You would 
envision that the Biden EPA would not only focus on power 
plant carbon but power plant emissions of other pollutants 
that especially burden people living in those communities 
which are overfpolluted.”

To meet Biden’s goal of carbonffree electricity by 2035, 
whatever plan his team develops will have to go well beff
yond the Obama Clean Power Plan, which sought a 32 
percent drop in carbon emissions by 2030. And the Biden 
administration can be expected to begin looking at reguff
lating greenhouse gas emissions from industrial facilities 
beyond power plants, analysts say.

“Refineries, cement plants, other facilities—their greenff
house gas emissions are not being regulated,” said Richard 

Flames from a methane flaring pit near a well in the 
Bakken Oil Field. Source: insideclimatenews.org

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/20/gm-to-invest-more-than-2-billion-in-the-us-to-increase-ev-production-.html
https://law.ucla.edu/news/legal-pathways-reducing-greenhouse-gas-emissions-under-section-115-clean-air-act
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/17112020/trump-rollbacks-biden-clean-cars-power-methane/
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Revesz, director of the Institute for Policy Integrity at New 
York University Law School. “In order to meet his ambitious 
goals, he’ll have to look at the potential for reductions 
economyfwide. And I assume that other significant catff
egories of polluters will come under the EPA’s regulatory 
reach. Strengthening, extending and regulating new areas 
will have to be undertaken.” 

Methane From Oil and Gas
The Biden administration should have at least some inff

dustry support in its effort to restore the Obama adminisff
tration regulation on methane emissions from oil and gas 
operations. 

Some leading oil and gas companies opposed the 
Trump administration’s rollback of the rules. Detecting and 
capturing methane, the main component of natural gas, 
is something the companies know how to do, and they 
would prefer a level playing field, where all companies are 
doing their part. The methane that they capture is natural 
gas that can be sold, although the payback for the investff
ment in controls may be slow with natural gas prices low. 
The largest industry group, the American Petroleum Instiff
tute, supported Trump’s loosening of the regulations.

Because methane is 86 times more potent in warming 
the atmosphere over a 20fyear period than carbon dioxff
ide, the Biden administration will be able to make large 
progress in a short time by acting on the superfpollutant. 
And there is new outside pressure to do so: The European 
Union is working toward adopting a methane strategy that 
may result in tariffs or border adjustments on the United 
States if the nation leaves methane from oil and gas unff
regulated.

Expect the Biden administration to do more than reinff
state the Obama rules, which only covered new oil and gas 
operations. In order to get a handle on methane from the 
oil and gas industry, the EPA will have to tackle the much 
larger problem of methane leaking from existing operaff
tions. “That’s where the big reduction potentials are,” said 
Revesz.

One of the first steps the Trump EPA took was to halt 
an effort begun under the Obama administration to gathff
er information and measure just how large the methane 
problem from existing facilities was. Recent studies, using 
statefoffthefart monitoring techniques, have indicated 
that methane releases from the industry are twice as high 
as the federal government previously estimated.

Climate Super-Pollutants
Earlier this year, the Trump administration repealed rules 

designed to curb the leaking and venting of a powerful 
group of greenhouse gases known as hydrofluorocarbons 
(HFCs) from refrigeration and air conditioning systems. 
The greenhouse gas impact of the move was equivalent to 
adding at least 625,000 new cars to the nation’s highways.

The Trump EPA said its goal was to save businesses $24 

million a year, and a group of industry players including 
BP, Boeing and Koch Industries pushed hard for the repeal. 
But the manufacturers of alternative refrigerants, includff
ing Honeywell and Chemours, a DuPont spinoff, support a 
global phasefout of HFCs, as nations had agreed to in 2016 
in an international pact reached in Kigali, Rwanda.

Biden’s effort to reinstate HFC regulation may get a 
boost from Congress, where bipartisan legislation to 
phase out the superfpollutants, cofsponsored by Sens. 
Tom Carper (DfDel.), and John Kennedy (RfLa.) has 31 cof
sponsors, including 16 Republicans. One provision of the 
bill is designed to make clear that EPA has the authority to 
regulate HFCs.

Landfill Gas
The Trump administration hasn’t disputed that there is 

a need to address air pollution from landfills. It has simply 
delayed doing anything about it. 

Municipal waste landfills not only are the nation’s thirdf
largest source of methane pollution (behind the energy 
and agriculture industries), the landfills also emit hazardff
ous pollutants like benzene and volatile organic comff
pounds that lead to the formation of smog.

In its final year, the Obama administration approved a 
rule that required states to submit their plans for controlff
ling landfill gas within nine months. But the Trump adminff
istration put off enforcement of the requirement, and after 
lawsuits by states and environmental groups, the adminisff
tration last year approved a new rule that gave states three 
years to act. Late last year, US District Judge Haywood Gilff
liam, an Obamafappointed federal judge in Northern Califf
fornia, accused the Trump administration of attempting to 
sidestep its previous orders and the law.

“This scenario presents a serious concern that in cases 
where a judgment is premised on an agency’s failure to 
meet deadlines, that agency can perpetually evade judiff
cial review through amendment, even after a violation has 
been found,” Gilliam wrote.

But in October, the Trump administration got a reprieve, 
when a threefjudge panel of the Ninth US Circuit Court of 
Appeals, including two of Trump’s own appointees, reff
versed that ruling and said that the EPA could take more 
time to act on landfill gas. 

By reinstating the Obama rules, the Biden administraff
tion could cut greenhouse gas emissions by the equivalent 
of 46 million metric tons of carbon dioxide through 2035 − 
the equivalent of closing down a dozen coalffired power 
plants. But among the obstacles the Biden administration 
may face are courts like the Ninth Circuit and the US Suff
preme Court, which may be inclined to extend the dereguff
latory legacy of Trump long after he leaves office. 
— By MARIANNE LAVELLE. Source: https://insideclimateff
news.org/news/17112020/trumpfrollbacksfbidenfcleanf
carsfpowerfmethane/

https://www.bcg.com/en-us/publications/2020/how-an-eu-carbon-border-tax-could-jolt-world-trade
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/03032017/scott-pruitt-environmental-protection-agency-methane-greenhouse-gas-climate-change/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/22042020/permian-basin-methane-emissions-texas-new-mexico/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/28022020/epa-hfc-refrigerant-emissions-climate-hydrofluorocarbons-pollutant-andrew-wheeler/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/17112020/trump-rollbacks-biden-clean-cars-power-methane/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/17112020/trump-rollbacks-biden-clean-cars-power-methane/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/17112020/trump-rollbacks-biden-clean-cars-power-methane/
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Six-year deluge linked to Spanish flu, World War I deaths

October 2020 — A new collaborative study by a group 
of scientists and historians finds a connection between 
the Spanish flu’s European outbreaks, including its most 
deadly one at the end of World War I, and a sixfyear peff
riod of atrocious weather taking place at the time, which 
blew in cold temperatures and torrential rain from the 
North Atlantic.

The findings by a team led by Alexander More, a reff
search associate in the Initiative for the Science of the 
Human Past at Harvard, combines icefcore data from a 
European glacier with epidemiological and historical reff
cords, as well as instrumental readings in order to map 
temperature, precipitation, and mortality levels from 
what they term a “oncefinfafcentury climate anomaly.” 
They find the most miserable weather overlapped or just 
preceded peaks in Spanish flu mortality. The crests also 
coincide with some of the war’s most notable battles 
in the years before the flu’s arrival − the Somme, Verff
dun, Gallipoli. Historical accounts of those actions deff
tail bloody warring between combatants additionally 
plagued by frostbite, waterffilled trenches, and unendff
ing mud.

More, who is also an associate professor of environff
mental health at Long Island University and an assistant 
research professor at the University of Maine’s Climate 
Change Institute, said though many other factors doubtff
less played roles in the outbreak’s deadliness − not least 
the virus’ natural virulence in a population whose imff
mune systems had never seen it before − the unusual 
environmental conditions likely also played a role, causff
ing crop failures, physically stressing millions of men livff
ing in precarious conditions, and potentially interruptff
ing migratory patterns of waterfowl that are known to 
carry the disease.

While the rain and mud of the battlefields have been 
heavily chronicled, “the thing that we didn’t know was 
what anomaly caused that,” More said. “We also didn’t 
know how that anomaly functioned, that it was a sixfyear 
anomaly. We didn’t know the close pattern between the 
precipitation record and the pandemic. Basically, we saw 
a spike in cold, wet marine air from the northwest Atlanff
tic that came down into Europe and lingered.”

The work was published in the journal GeoHealth and 
supported by a grant from Arcadia, a charitable foundaff
tion of Lisbet Rausing and Peter Baldwin. It came about 
through a collaboration between researchers at Harff
vard, the University of Maine’s Climate Change Institute, 

Study offers clues to how weather affected the world’s deadliest disease outbreak

the University of Nottingham — including archaeologist 
and historian Christopher Loveluck — and Long Island 
University. The findings are the latest to stem from an 
ongoing partnership between Harvard’s Initiative for the 
Science of the Human Past and the University of Maine’s 
Climate Change Institute. The project pairs Harvard hisff
torians and University of Maine climate scientists who’ve 
drilled and analyzed a 72fmeter ice core from the Colle 
Gnifetti glacier on the Swiss/Italian border.

“The fact of the matter is that the ice core has been 
full of surprises … when we applied for the grant we did 
not expect to shed light on the flu pandemic of 1918 and 
weather conditions in the trenches of World War I,” said 
Michael McCormick, Harvard’s Francis Goelet Professor 
of Medieval History, chair of the Initiative on the Science 
of the Human Past, and a senior author on the paper. 
“With the ice core − over 100 years − you can see what 
you can’t with the historical record, that this was an exff
traordinary anomaly.”

Climate Change Institute Director Paul Mayewski, anff
other senior author, said their analysis included chemiff
cal proxies for 60 different variables and is able to detect 
changes in the ice column that relate to specific storms. 
The most meaningful find was elevated concentrations 
of sodium and chloride − a marker of the anomaly’s oriff
gin in the salty waters of the North Atlantic − between 
1914 and 1919 that were unmatched in 100 years.

Rain and mud in WWI battlefields have long been 
chronicled. In August 1917, a team of stretcher bearers 
struggle through deep mud to carry a wounded man 
to safety during the Battle of Boesinghe in Belgium. 
Source: news.harvard.edu/

https://sohp.fas.harvard.edu/people/alexander-more
https://sohp.fas.harvard.edu/
https://sohp.fas.harvard.edu/
https://climatechange.umaine.edu/about/
https://climatechange.umaine.edu/about/
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2020GH000277
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/humanities/departments/classics-and-archaeology/people/christopher.loveluck
https://www.liu.edu/
https://www.liu.edu/
https://history.fas.harvard.edu/people/michael-mccormick
https://climatechange.umaine.edu/people/paul-andrew-mayewski/
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2020/10/study-offers-clues-to-how-climate-affected-1918-pandemic/
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Would you like your work featured in Urban Climate News?
If you would like to write an article for the IAUC newsletter, please contact the Projects Editor 
Helen Ward (helen.ward@uibk.ac.at). Our Project articles usually provide a short summary of 
recent work and can be a good way to advertise a recent journal publication to a wide audience, 
perhaps including additional information, figures or photographs. Our Feature articles offer the 
opportunity to highlight results from a particular project or collection of projects, often bringff
ing together findings from a series of complementary publications in a concise overview. We are 
always happy to receive suggestions for future issues of the newsletter − please get in touch!

Mayewski said an important factor in enabling the 
findings was the central European location of the glacier 
from which the core was taken.

“The closer the ice core is to the action, the more relff
evant it is,” Mayewski said. “I think the most interesting 
thing [is] that, in a bad sense, a perfect storm occurs. … 
In this particular case it was the combination of a panff
demic and climate change and we all know that that’s 
exactly what’s happening right now. In the case of World 
War I, the people who were impacted by this − up to 500 
million − were even less likely to get through it because 
of all the stresses that were already in existence, everyff
thing from the battlefield to malnutrition.”

Historical accounts of conditions at the front comff
monly mention torrential rains that filled trenches with 
water, keeping troops continually soaked, and creating 
seas of churned mud that swallowed horses, machines, 
even men. More cited poet Mary Borden, a war nurse 
and suffragette, who after The Somme wrote “The Song 
of the Mud,” in which she refers to the muck as “the vast 

liquid grave of our armies” whose “monstrous, distendff
ed belly reeks with the undigested dead.”

The study picked up three peaks of heavy rains folff
lowed by spikes in mortality in 1915 and 1916, which led 
to crop failures and hardship during what was called the 
“turnip winter” in Germany. The final leap in 1918 preff
ceded the Spanish flu’s most deadly wave in autumn as 
the war was drawing to a close.

Though debate remains over the Spanish flu’s origins, 
there seems little doubt about the deadly impact of 
waves that began in the spring of 1918 and its connecff
tion to wartime troop movements. Though estimates 
vary, it is thought to have infected 500 million and killed 
30 million to 50 million.

“The environment is a complex system,” More said. 
“We can’t account for all variables of how climate affects 
the outbreak of disease, but we know for a fact that it 
does.” —By Alvin Powell Source: https://news.harvard.
edu/gazette/story/2020/10/studyfoffersfcluesftofhowf
climatefaffectedf1918fpandemic/

“. . . it was the combination of a pandd
demic and climate change, and we 
all know that that’s exactly what’s 

happening right now.” 

“The environment is a complex 
system. We can’t account for all 

variables of how climate affects the 
outbreak of disease, but we know 

for a fact that it does.”Alex More, research associate 
in the Initiative for the Science 
of the Human Past at Harvard.

Senior author Michael McCortt
mick. — The Harvard Gazette 

Source: news.harvard.edu
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By Giovanni Gualtieri (giovanni.gualtieri@ibe.cnr.it), Lorenzo Brilli, Alice Cavaliere, Federico Carotenuto, 
Beniamino Gioli, Carolina Vagnoli and Alessandro Zaldei

National Research Council–Institute of BioEconomy (CNRtIBE), Firenze, Italy 

Air quality assessment during COVID-1� and ongoing 
activities by CNR IBE – Institute of BioEconomy

Quantifying the impact of road traffic on air quality in urban areas: a Covid1�-induced lockdown 
analysis in Italy

This article summarizes the following recently published papers: 
• Gualtieri G, et al. (2020) Quantifying road traffic impact on air quality in urban areas: a Covid19finduced 

lockdown analysis in Italy. Environmental Pollution (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envpol.2020.115682)
• Carotenuto F, et al. (2019). LongfTerm Performance Assessment of LowfCost Atmospheric Sensors in 

the Arctic Environment. Sensors (https://doi.org/10.3390/s20071919)
• Cavaliere A, et al. (2018). Development of lowfcost air quality stations for next generation monitorff

ing networks: Calibration and validation of PM2.5 and PM10 sensors. Sensors (https://doi.org/10.3390/
s18092843)

• Zaldei A, et al. (2017). An integrated lowfcost road traffic and air pollution monitoring platform for next 
citizen observatories. Transportation Research Procedia (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trpro.2017.06.002)

Figure 1. Location of the six selected urban areas 
in Italy.

Following the coronavirus (Covidf19) outbreak 
and its spread worldwide in 2020, several restrictive 
measures have been taken by governments. Many of 
these measures have had great impact on the transff
portation sector and offer an unprecedented opporff
tunity to assess how a substantial abatement of road 
traffic results in air quality changes in urban areas. 
This study aimed at assessing how urban air quality 
changed in Italy following the Covidf19 lockdown 
measures and quantifying the contribution of road 
traffic emissions to urban atmospheric pollution. 
Two temporal scenarios have been defined: a “lockff
down” scenario in 2020 (24/02/2020 − 30/04/2020), 
when the restrictive measures greatly affected trafff
fic mobility, and a baseline scenario (25/02/2019 to 
02/05/2019), corresponding to basically undisturbed 
traffic mobility conditions during the same period of 
the year in 2019. The analysis focused on six out of 
the eight most populated urban areas in Italy, affectff
ed by very different climatic conditions: Milan, Boloff
gna, Florence, Rome, Naples, and Palermo (Fig. 1). 

mailto:giovanni.gualtieri@ibe.cnr.it
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envpol.2020.115682
https://doi.org/10.3390/s20071919
https://doi.org/10.3390/s18092843
https://doi.org/10.3390/s18092843
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trpro.2017.06.002
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Air quality, meteorological and road mobility 
daily observations were used. Air pollutants includff
ing NO2, O3, PM2.5 and PM10 were considered. NO2, 
PM2.5 and PM10 data were obtained from urban trafff
fic (UT) and urban background (UB) air quality staff
tions, while O3 data were obtained from suburban 
background (SB) and UB stations. Meteorological 
data included air temperature (T), relative humidity 
(RH), wind speed (WS), wind direction (WD), rainfall 
(Rain), and global solar radiation (Rad). Road mobilff
ity data have been derived in terms of daily normalff
ized variations with respect to a baseline scenario, 
using the online platform by EnelX & HERE (https://
enelxfmobilityflowanalysis.here.com/dashboard/
ITA/info.html). 

Traffic mobility time series observed between 
10/02/2020 and 30/04/2020 over all the municipaliff
ties expressed as values by day of week normalized 
to the baseline scenario (13/01/2020 – 02/02/2020, 
considered as representative of mobility conditions 
across the 2019 baseline period), are presented in 
Fig. 2. After the start of the nationwide lockdown 
(11/03/2020), mobility trends were very similar 
across all cities.

Figure 2. Time series of daily road traffic mobility observed over the selected urban areas (10/02/2020 
– 30/04/2020). Values are normalized by day of week to those observed during the period 13/01/2020 
– 02/02/2020 taken as a baseline scenario. The periods of local restrictions (21/02/2020 – 07/03/2020) 
and lockdown measures (08/03/2020 – 30/04/2020) are also shown. Mobility data source: EnelX & HERE 
(2020).

For each urban area, the boxplots of 2020ftof
2019 change rates have been plotted for all pollutff
ants, main meteorological parameters (T and WS) 
and road traffic mobility. As a sample, the boxplot 
in the city of Milan is presented herein (Fig. 3).

NO2 concentrations significantly dropped over 
all urban areas in 2020 with respect to 2019 (from 
–24.9% in Milan to –59.1% in Naples). This NO2 reff
duction (Fig. 3) was lower than total traffic reducff
tion (Fig. 2) likely as heavyfduty traffic – emitting 
higher NOx emissions than passenger cars – reduced 
by a lower amount than the latter. According to 
statistics by ANAS (https://www.stradeanas.it/en), 
heavyfduty traffic reduced by 24.8% in March 2020 
and 39% in April 2020, while total traffic reduced 
by 55% and 75%, respectively. O3 concentrations 
slightly decreased in Naples, remained basically unff
changed in Bologna and Florence, and increased in 
Milan, Rome, and Palermo. The main cause of this 
O3 increase could be the reduction of NO emitted 
from road vehicles, leading to a lower O3 consumpff
tion (or titration, NO+O3=NO2+O2). This phenomff
enon is exacerbated by the fact that urban areas are 
typically VOCflimited environments. Herein a NOx 

https://enelx-mobilityflowanalysis.here.com/dashboard/ITA/info.html
https://enelx-mobilityflowanalysis.here.com/dashboard/ITA/info.html
https://enelx-mobilityflowanalysis.here.com/dashboard/ITA/info.html
https://www.stradeanas.it/en
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reduction may worsen O3 pollution if not coupled 
with a concurrent VOC reduction. PM10 levels deff
creased to a lesser extent than expected during the 
lockdown, with reductions up to 31.5% in Palermo 
as well as increases up to 7.3% in Naples. A larger 
population fraction forced to remain at home, and 
colder weather than in 2019 (as T decreased on avff
erage by 0.2 °C in Rome to 0.8 °C in Bologna) led 
to higher fuel consumption for heating, including 
gas and biomass fuels, which are wellfknown large 
emitters of PM2.5 and particularly PM2.5 primary emisff
sions. According to the INEMAR emission inventory 
in the Lombardy region (http://www.inemar.eu/
xwiki/bin/view/InemarDatiWeb/Fonti+dei+dati), in 
Milan, for example, the weight of PM10 emissions 
from heating may reach 45% in February and 37% 
in March, while for PM2.5 these shares increase up 
to 51% and 43%, respectively. A significant role 
was also played by the increase in emissions of 
NH3, which is a recognised precursor of secondary 
aerosol. NH3 emissions mostly result from agriculff
ture activities that increased during the lockdown 
with respect to the corresponding months in 2019. 
PM2.5 decreased to a lesser extent than PM2.5 (Fig. 
3). Among UT stations, PM2.5 only reduced in Florff
ence (–17%), while among UB stations, PM2.5 only 
reduced in Milan; elsewhere, PM2.5 concentrations 
matched or exceeded the 2019 amounts. 

Figure 3. Boxplots of 2020ttot2019 change rates of daily observations in the city of Milan. Concentratt
tions by station type of NO2, O3, PM10 and PM2.5, air temperature (T), wind speed (WS), and road traffic 
are presented.

In conclusion, this study confirmed the complex 
nature of atmospheric pollution. Even when a maff
jor driver of pollutant emissions is clearly isolated 
and controlled, the strong nonflinearity of atmoff
spheric processes and the prominent role played 
by meteorological conditions in pollution formaff
tion and removal should be taken into account. This 
study demonstrated that, at least in economically 
developed countries, a radical traffic ban extendff
ed to the whole country for about 2 months sigff
nificantly reduced only NO2 levels. PM2.5 and PM10 
concentrations, whose containment is generally 
enforced adopting traffic restriction measures in urff
ban areas, were affected to a minor extent. Stable 
and permanent rather than temporary actions, such 
as the 2020 lockdown, are needed to reduce emisff
sions to the atmosphere across all relevant categoff
ries and species in a true decarbonisation effort, to 
obtain significant benefits for air quality and public 
health. 

AIRQino: a low-cost air quality station for next 
generation monitoring networks

During the last few years, CNRfIBE developed a 
lowfcost air quality station – named AIRQino – for 
realftime monitoring of main atmospheric pollutff
ants. A set of industrial sensors for air temperature, 
relative humidity, CO, CO2, NO2, O3, VOC, PM2.5 and 

http://www.inemar.eu/xwiki/bin/view/InemarDatiWeb/Fonti+dei+dati
http://www.inemar.eu/xwiki/bin/view/InemarDatiWeb/Fonti+dei+dati
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PM10 were integrated on an Arduino Shield compatff
ible board (Fig. 4). Collected readings are archived 
on a spatial data infrastructure composed of a cenff
tral GeoDatabase, a GIS engine, and a web interff
face.

The PM2.5 and PM10 sensors underwent a laboratoff
ry calibration and later a field validation. Laboratory 
calibration was carried out at the headquarters of 
CNRfIBE in Florence (Italy) against a TSI DustTrak refff
erence instrument. A Matlab procedure, implementff
ing advanced mathematical techniques to detect 
possible complex nonflinear relationships between 
sensor signals and reference data, was developed 
and implemented to accomplish the laboratory califf
bration. Field validation was performed across a full 
“heating season” (1 Nov 2016 to 15 Apr 2017) by cof
locating the station at a road site in Florence where 
an official fixed air quality station was in operation. 
Both calibration and validation processes returned 
fine scores. During field validation, for PM2.5 and 
PM10 mean biases of 0.036 and 0.598 µg/m3, RMSE 
of 4.056 and 6.084 µg/m3, and R2 of 0.909 and 0.957 
were achieved, respectively. Robustness of the staff
tion, successfully deployed for a fivefandfafhalff
month outdoor campaign without registering senff
sor failures or drifts, was a further key point.

Reliability and endurance of AIRQino was also 
checked during a longfterm deployment over an 
extreme environment. AIRQino was deployed for 
one year in the Svalbard archipelago (Arctic region) 

and its outputs compared with reference sensors 
(Fig. 5).

Results showed good agreement with the referff
ence meteorological parameters (air temperature 
and relative humidity) with correlation coefficients 
above 0.8 and small absolute errors (≈1 °C for temff
perature and ≈6% for humidity). Particulate matter 
lowfcost sensors showed a good linearity (r2 ≈ 0.8) 
and small absolute errors for both PM2.5 and PM10 (≈1 
µg/m3 for PM2.5 and ≈3 µg/m3 for PM10), while overall 
accuracy was impacted both by the unknown comff
position of the local aerosol, and by high humidity 
conditions likely generating hygroscopic effects. CO2 
exhibited a satisfying agreement with r2 around 0.70 
and an absolute error of ≈23 mg/m3. Overall, these 
results, coupled with an excellent data coverage 
and little need for maintenance, made the AIRQino 
or similar devices interesting tools for future extendff
ed sensor networks in the Arctic environment. The 
AirQino is currently being used in a range of other 
projects, including the Prato Urban Jungle project 
and the TRAFAIR project.

In the framework of the Urban Innovative Actions 
(UIA) launched by the UE, the “Prato Urban Jungle” 
project (http://www.pratourbanjungle.it) impleff
ments various scales of Urban Forestry interventions 
to radically improve the social and environmental 
quality of the urban context. This is accomplished 
by combining NaturefBased Solutions developed 
through innovative and sustainable technologies 

Figure 4. Pictures of the AIRQino monitoring station: (left) closed; (right) open. 

http://www.pratourbanjungle.it
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specially designed and applied to green facades and 
roofs. CNRfIBE contributes to the project by deployff
ing a network of AIRQino stations in order to assess 
the state of the environment and air quality before, 
during and after reforestation interventions, with 
exdante and exdpost approaches allowing to quanff
tify the benefits of the interventions.

The “Understanding traffic flows to improve air 
quality” (TRAFAIR) project (http://trafair.eu), funded 
by the EU, aims at developing a service that comff

Figure 5. Positioning of AIRQino on the roof of the Gruvebadet Atmospheric Laboratory (GAL) and 
interiors of the rugged enclosure highlighting the temperature and relative humidity sensors (1), the 
CO2 sensor (2), and the particulate matter sensor (3). The snow protection cage is visible in the small 
red box on the right.

bines data on air quality, weather conditions, and 
traffic flows in order to allow citizens and municiff
palities to estimate the level of air pollution resultff
ing from varying traffic flow conditions. 

The service is deployed over six European cities: 
Zaragoza and Santiago de Compostela (Spain); and 
Modena, Florence, Livorno, and Pisa (Italy). CNRfIBE 
contributes to the project by deploying a number of 
AIRQino stations over the cities of Florence, Livorno, 
and Pisa.

http://trafair.eu
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Located on the northern coast of the state of Santa 
Catarina, in southern Brazil, at a subtropical latitude of 
27º 00’ South, and longitude 48º 30’ West, the municiff
pality of Balneário Camboriú population is estimated to 
have reached 146,000 people, according the Brazilian 
Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE, 2020) and 
a demographic density of 2,334 inhab/km². It is on this 
shoreline, less than 6 kilometers long, that the most proff
nounced verticalization process in Brazil − and also in the 
entire Southern Hemisphere f is observed (Figure 1). 

This verticalization process is not new to this city; it acff
tually dates back to the 1950s, when then Brazilian vicef
president Mr. Goulart chose to build his summer house 
here, so that the city became known as “the President’s 
beach”. Since then, Balneário Camboriú and verticalizaff
tion have become synonymous. However, skyscrapers 
with more than 50 floors are a novelty introduced to the 
city in the last decade.

Balneário Camboriú was developed on a road network 
typical of a Brazilian fishing village from the early 20th 
century − with the result that the skyscrapers are too 
close to each other. The closer to the shore, the taller the 
buildings. These highfrise buildings create a specific intraf
urban climate that is unique in the world and deserves urff
gent attention. Verticalization can have a dramatic effect 
on outdoor users’ thermal perception. These can be posiff
tive and negative, for example, depending on the orientaff
tion of the coastline, the time of day and time of year, the 
buildings can provide shade on the beaches (Figure 2).

The relationship between the atmosphere and human 
activities has been studied for centuries. One of the most 
relevant environmental aspects related to the daily lives 
of urban populations is the wellfbeing of an individual, 
which from the climatic point of view is directly linked to 
the particular environmental characteristics of each reff
gion (Gobo et al., 2018). 

Balneário Camboriú: The “Brazilian Dubai” − and the greatest 
verticalization process in the southern hemisphere

Thermal comfort is defined as the feeling of wellfbeff
ing experienced by a person as a result of the satisfactory 
combination of climatic variables in a given environment 
(Auliciems, 1976). The American Society of Heating, Refrigff
erating and AirfConditioning Engineers (ANSI/ASHRAE, 
1992) conceptualizes thermal comfort as “a state of mind 
that reflects satisfaction with the thermal environment that 
surrounds the person” (ASHRAE 2010, p.7). 

Thus, knowing the relationships between regional and 
local climatic variables, as well as the physical characterff
istics of an urban area, their influence on the occurrence 
of heat and freshness islands, on the dispersion of polff
lutants and on the areas most affected by extreme preff
cipitation events is of vital importance for understanding 
the spatial distribution of human thermal comfort and 
its possible relationship with the morphology and urban 
density of cities (Gobo et. al., 2019), including those loff
cated in coastal regions of oceanic temperate climates 
(Shooshtarian and Rajagopalan, 2019; Shooshtarian, 
2015), which are also subject to the expected changes in 
future climate scenarios.

In an attempt to understand urban microclimates subff
ject to a high verticalization rate and intense landscape 
diversity, Stewart (2011; 2018) developed the Local Cliff
mate Zones (LCZ) method to characterize the urban enviff
ronment. LCZ are a contemporary perspective very useful 
for investigating microclimate variability and can inform 
about potential mitigation of microclimatic problems, 
mainly related to the (dis)comfort of the population and 
the cleaning (ventilation) of the urban atmosphere.

The research in Balneário Camboriú follows Stewart’s 
theoretical and methodological line of investigation. 
It is assumed that the sharp and uninterrupted urban 
morphology evolution in Balneário Camboriú promotes 
changes in the dynamics of the city’s thermofhygrometff
ric field, also influencing the human comfort of the popuff

Figure 1. Balneário Camboriú/SC, seen from the Cristo da Barra viewpoint, located northwest of the urban area, 
at 110 meters altitude. Photo: Cássio Arthur Wollmann, fieldwork (March 2020).
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lation in open spaces, as well as in the concentration of 
suspended particulate matter, and in areas at risk from 
extreme precipitation events. Such changes can even be 
investigated within the scope of future climate scenarios.

Verticalization in subtropical climatic environments 
can have enhanced effects when compared to tropical 
and equatorial environments, given the available solar 
energy and its varying distribution throughout the day, 
especially in the summer. Studies in large coastal meff
tropolises, such as New York, Los Angeles, Tokyo, Nicosia, 
Athens, Singapore and Hong Kong serve as a reference, 
but, although they are coastal, they are not in the same 
subtropical latitude as Balneário Camboriú and they do 
not bring the same geourban conditions. 

To this end, we seek to investigate this particular urban 
microclimate through six research objectives as follows:

1) determination of local climatic zones; 
2) exploring the genesis, intensity, frequency, duraff

tion and spatialization of UHI;
3) evaluation of human thermal comfort in open spacff

es in Balneário Camboriú;
4) monitoring of particulate matter suspended in the 

urban atmosphere; 
5) occurrence of extreme precipitation events that ocff

curred and urban vulnerability;
6) projection of future microclimatic scenarios in posff

session of the biometeorological results of the surveyed 
population. 

In the recognition that it is impossible to carry out an 
investigation of such magnitude alone, and in the perff
spective of creating research networks at the national 
and international levels, a group called “BCC Project” 
(Balneário Camboriú Climate Project) was created drawff
ing on the knowledge and expertise of the following 
academics:
•   Prof. Dr. Cássio Arthur Wollmann1, Federal University 

of Santa Maria (UFSM), and linked to the PostfGraduff
ate Program in Geography.

•   Prof. Dr. João Paulo Assis Gobo2, the Federal Universiff
ty of Rondônia (UNIR), and linked to the PostfGraduff
ate Program in Geography.

•   Prof. Dr. Júlio Barboza Chiquetto3, PhD in Geography 
and PhD candidate at the Institute for Advanced 
Studies (IEAfUSP), in the USP Global Cities Program.

•   Dr. Salman Shooshtarian4, Research Fellow School 
of Property, Construction and Project Management, 
RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia. 

•   Davi Hanel Rotilli Junior 5, the Federal University of 
Santa Catarina, Civil Engineer.

We acknowledge our collaboration with Dr. Salman 
Shooshtarian as an active researcher in the field of huff
man thermal comfort in outdoor spaces. He has reff
searched thermal comfort in Australian coastal cities 
(Southern Hemisphere). Given that Melbourne is 30º 
south latitude (Shooshtarian et al., 2020), only 3º south 
of Balneário Camboriú, there is a lot of information and 
knowledge to be shared between Brazil and Australia.

Carrying out a project of this magnitude required, beff
forehand, the creation of a network of collaboration and 
cooperation between institutions in Balneário Camboriú 
and the Federal University of Santa Maria. Equipment 
will be installed at almost 30 different points throughout 
the municipal territory. In addition to private and pubff
lic companies, active partners include the City Council, 
the Firefighters and the Municipal Sanitation Company 
(EMASA6), with which UFSM signed a technical cooperaff
tion agreement at the end of 2019.

An unprecedented collaboration was made with 
Pasqualotto & GT YACHTHOUSE by Pininfarina7, the 
builder of the tallest residential building in Brazil, with 
81 floors and almost 300 meters high (Figure 3a). Equipff
ment will be installed on top of the building as well as 
at ground level. Another unprecedented collaboration 
made for this research was with Austrian multinational 
Metos (Figure 3b), which will provide rain gauges and 
anemometers for the research, being, therefore, one of 
the main private partners of the research.

The official installation of the equipment was schedff
uled for May 2020, but with the COVIDf19 related restricff
tions, the researchers postponed the installation of the 
equipment for one year.

Figure 2. Shading of Central beach in the afternoon. Photo 
taken from the top of Pasqualotto & GT YACHTHOUSE by 
Pininfarina (81 floors), which does not cast its shadow over 
the beach. Photo: Cássio Arthur Wollmann (Nov. 2019).

1 https://orcid.org/0000f0003f1932f3398
2 https://orcid.org/0000f0003f4461f2570
3 https://orcid.org/0000f0002f4013f7947
4 https://orcid.org/0000f0002f6991f8931

5 http://lattes.cnpq.br/1276061750762974
6 http://www.emasa.com.br/
7 https://www.pasqualottoegt.com.br~pininfarina
8  www.ufsm.br/ppggeo

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-1932-3398
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-4461-2570
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4013-7947
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6991-8931
http://lattes.cnpq.br/1276061750762974
http://www.emasa.com.br/
https://www.pasqualottoegt.com.br/en/empreendimentoen/yachthouse-by-pininfarina
www.ufsm.br/ppggeo
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In addition to the human resources training in Brazilff
ian graduate programs, with emphasis on the Graduate 
Program in Geography (PPGGEO8) of the Federal Uniff
versity of Santa Maria, which houses the Laboratory of 
Climatology in Subtropical Environments (LaCAS), the 
production of knowledge based on research of natural 
and anthropogenic sources of atmospheric pollution, 
combined with the seasonal dynamics and the exposure 
of the population determined by the comparison beff
tween the different urban microenvironments, is a key 
part of the research. It is also fundamental for informing 
environmental public policies to address air quality isff
sues, which must be considered from an environmental 
governance perspective integrated with other sectors of 
society and other governmental spheres.

In this context, the research also concerns the Sustainff
able Development Goals (SDGs) of the UN 2030 Agenda, 
especially in the fields of thermal comfort issues and reff
spiratory diseases caused by urban pollution (SDG 03). 
The scientific publications will aim at policies and ideas 
for an efficient, intelligent and sustainable city (SDG 11); 
and provide theoretical foundations for resilience studff
ies and adaptation to climatefrelated risks can be built, 
with active contributions to public policies (SDG 13). The 
results obtained can be expected to generate unpreceff
dented analyses in Brazilian urban climatology and be of 
great interest to the international community.
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 Special Report

As the world’s attention focuses on the ongoing pubff
lic health crisis, catastrophic heat waves and flooding 
around the world continue to remind us of the parallel 
crisis of global climate change.  Cities, meanwhile, are 
also forced to consider the challenges of local climate 
change – and the fact that urbanization has compoundff
ed the threat of both rising temperatures and destructive 
flood events by sealing more and more terrain underff
neath concrete and asphalt. This includes watercourses 
that once flowed freely through the city: to give but one 
example, Florence has some 30 “hidden” rivers flowing 
under its surface, all of which form an essential part of 
the urban drainage system but are visually and functionff
ally disconnected from the landscape of the city. 

It is precisely in facing the environmental and health 
challenges of our time, however, that exposed urban rivff
ers have a crucial role to play. This is not just because of 
their cooling effects and water absorption capacity, but 
also because of the many other ecosystem services that 
urban streams and water bodies can offer – from enhancff
ing the biodiversity of flora and fauna, to providing recff
reation and respite from the hard confines of the city, to 
bolstering the actual resource of clean and fresh water.

On 1f2 December 2020 these issues came into sharp 
focus at an international online conference entitled “Dayff
lighting Rivers: Inquiry Based Learning for Civic Ecology,” 

which also marked the culmination of the Daylighting 
Rivers project carried out in the framework of the Euroff
pean Erasmus+ Programme. Over the course of the projff
ect (2017f2020), the concept of “daylighting” took on a 
dual significance: envisioning the liberation of underff
ground rivers by exposing them to the open air, and at 
the same time shedding light on the problems of urban 
ecosystems by engaging the inquisitive young minds of 
future decisionfmakers.

The Daylighting Rivers project engaged secondary 
school students in inquiryfbased and interdisciplinary 
learning, focusing on urban land and river use and transff
formations, with an emphasis on the ways in which urff
ban growth impacts local river ecosystems. Three pilot 
schools in European countries (Italy, Greece and Spain) 
successfully implemented this approach, through learnff
ing units which investigated different aspects of the loff
cal rivers, from their biodiversity to the environmental 
threats they face. In the framework of the project, the inff
ternational competition “Schools in Action for Daylightff
ing Rivers” brought together groups of students eager 
to discover the rivers of their area and to inspire global 
action for sustainability. The winners of the competition 
were announced on the second day of the conference, 
which despite the constraints of a global pandemic atff
tracted nearly 200 enthusiastic online attendees.

Amidst a global pandemic,
daylight shines on urban rivers

Amidst a global pandemic,
daylight shines on urban rivers

“Daylighting Rivers” international conference looks at the future of urban waterways in a changing climate 

https://www.daylightingrivers.com/
https://www.daylightingrivers.com/
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 Special Report

River management in a changing climate
The conference showcased scientific and professional 

case studies on innovative education methodologies, 
“gamification” and the use of digital technologies, citizen 
science and public participation, and river management 
and restoration. Among the sessions of the conference, 
one in particular focused on the connection between urff
ban rivers and climate. Entitled “River management in a 
changing climate,” this series of five presentations offered 
a range of perspectives on the crucial functions fulfilled by 
water in cities.

The first speaker was Bernardo Gozzini, a researcher 
at the Italian National Research Council’s Institute of Bioff
economy (IBEfCNR) and Director of the Lamma Consorff
tium, which combines research and innovation in the 
fields of climatology, geology and GIS with service to the 
community. His presentation addressed the economic 
and social effects of the climate crisis, and stressed that 
in terms of impacts on human health, heat waves were 
the deadliest extreme climate event over the past several 
decades. Other extreme events such as heavy rainfall and 
drought, which continue to cause economic damage and 
have significant consequences for society, were also anaff
lyzed in order to identify signs of climate change at both 
the global and local level. 

Andrea Sbandati from Confservizi Toscana in Florence 
addressed urban rivers as sources of water, and emphaff
sized that companies which provide water services should 
consider local resources in a more holistic way – since these 
water providers are typically not involved in managing the 
natural cycle of rivers, lakes, or underground sources from 
which water is withdrawn and to which wastewater is reff

leased. He gave an intriguing virtual tour of the historical 
aqueducts of Florence, from Roman times through the Reff
naissance, which are highlighted in a new public outreach 
program by the Publiacqua company whose goal is to 
educate citizens in Florence and engender a strong local 
identification with the city’s hydraulic heritage.

The next speaker, Gonzalo Barberá from the Departff
ment of Soil and Water Conservation of CSICfCEBAS in 
Murcia Spain, laid out the complex and contradictory dyff
namics that come into play in a waterfrelated ecological 
crisis. His narrative described the eutrophication of the Mar 
Menor lagoon in the southeastern Iberian peninsula, and 
the ways that civil society and economic interest groups 
related to science in the advancement of policy positions. 
This picture is conditioned by the culture of science and 
youth education in particular, and thus raises the possibilff
ity that InquiryfBased Learning can serve as a tool for posiff
tively changing the social dynamic in the longfterm.

River restoration in the context of climate change was 
the topic of Pier Mario Chiarabaglio, a forest ecologist at 
the Research Centre of Forestry and Wood in Casale Monff
ferrato (Italy). He pointed out that urbanization, together 
with agriculture and structural river modifications, have 
degraded the vast majority of European floodplains – and 
that climate change is expected to exacerbate the situation 
by increasing the risks of both flooding and drought. His 
presentation showed how European black poplar, which 
is one of the most important tree species of the natural 
floodplain forests and which is on the verge of extinction 
in several countries, has been targeted in conservation 
activities on the Po river basin in northern Italy – leading 
already to the restoration of more than 150 hectares.
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 Special Report

Map of potentially floodable areas in Florence presented by Enrica Caporali: the higher the value, the greater the 
exposure of the area to floods. First, a GIS based analysis was made in order to map Ecosystem Services (ES) priority 
areas, analysing the main ES supply and demand. This analysis was coupled with the identification of the constraints 
(regulatory, urban planning, economic, environmental, social) to realize a multicriteria zoning of Florence’s urban 
environment, highlighting the potential areas for NBS implementation. Lastly, the selection of suitable NBS and their 
hydraulic modelling was carried out in the identified areas. This allowed the evaluation of NBS performance and the 
identification of scenarios that best respond to the city’s green development needs.

Finally Enrica Caporali, a professor of hydrology at 
the University of Florence, capped the session with her 
presentation entitled “Planning naturefbasedfsolutions 
through geographic information tools to manage flood 
risk in Florence’s urban environment.” She showed how 
innovative naturefbased flood control strategies can 
make urban and perifurban environments more resilient 

The Daylighting Rivers project and final conference were coordinated by the 
Water Right Foundation and CNR Institute of BioEconomy in Florence, together 
with partner institutions from Italy, Greece, Spain, Turkey and the UK. 
More information is available on the project website (www.daylightingrivers.com) 
or by contacting daylightingrivers@gmail.com.

and sustainable, and provide integrated responses to 
future environmental, social and economic challenges. 
The possibilities were illustrated by the FLORENCE projff
ect, which employs a quantitative evaluation methodolff
ogy supported by GIS tools in order to clarify the benff
efits and limitations of such strategies and to explore the 
possible synergies with existing infrastructures.

www.daylightingrivers.com
mailto:daylightingrivers@gmail.com
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 Special Report

As part of their entry in the Daylighting Rivers 
international competition, students from the 
Santorre di Santarosa school in Turin, Italy   
researched the transformation of the Dora river 
into a major park and “green lung” for their city. 
The students developed a “Location Based 
Game” to engage the public in their local 
heritage and build a sense of civic ecology.
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Upcoming Conferences... 
The information in this list is current as of the publication date of the newsletter, but readers should check for updated 
information online in the event of schedule changes due to the COVIDd19 pandemic.

AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY (AMS)
ANNUAL MEETING
New Orleans, Louisiana, USA • January 10f14, 2021
https://annual.ametsoc.org/index.cfm/2021/

EUROPEAN GEOSCIENCES UNION (EGU) GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY
Vienna, Austria • 25f30 April, 2021
https://www.egu2021.eu

Calls for Papers... 

“URBAN MICROCLIMATE AND AIR QUALITY AS DRIVERS 
OF URBAN DESIGN”
Special Issue of Sustainability
Anthropogenic activities are dramatically impacting the 
quality of our environment, and this is especially the case 
in cities. Factors such as the sealing of soil, contamination 
of water and air, and emission of atmospheric greenhouse 
gases are combining to make the urban environment less 
livable. Efforts to better understand these problems have 
been intensifying within the scientific community, with reff
search focusing on topics related to environmental quality 
and human health, the urban heat island, outdoor thermal 
comfort, and urban air quality. These phenomena have 
been analyzed from the microscale to the city level, using 
approaches such as field monitoring, remote sensing, and 
simulation models. Unfortunately, however, these diverse 
aspects of urbanization are rarely integrated in a systematic 
way in the actual development process. This Special Issue 
aims to collect works that improve on this knowledge, and 
enrich our common understanding of how urban design 
can positively or negatively affect the quality of the urban 
environment. The focus is on outdoor thermal comfort and 
air quality, with emphasis placed on studies showing how 
research can be integrated into the design process and 
how policies can enhance the environmental effectiveness 
of concrete urban interventions.
Guest Editors: Luciano Massetti, David Pearlmutter
Deadline: January 31, 2021
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/special_isff
sues/Urban_Microclimate_Air_Quality 

“APPLICATION OF GIS-BASED MAPPING OF LOCAL CLI--
MATE ZONES IN URBAN AREAS” 
Special Issue of ISPRS Intl Journal of GeodInformation
The concept of local climatic zones (LCZs) has become a 
widely recognized standard for the description of urban 
climate sites, gaining substantial attention from scholars 
worldwide in recent years. The original concept was extendff
ed to the mapping of urban and suburban landscapes, reff
sulting in widespread application in urban climate research 
and beyond. With such a radical shift in the LCZ concept, 
new problems were identified (e.g. the quality and level of 
GIS data detail, user accuracy, appropriate resolution, spatioff
temporal variability, level of generalization, and standardizaff
tion of classification). Most popular among authors dealing 
with LCZ delineation are methods based on widely available 
remote sensing data. The majority of such studies, however, 
have reported user accuracy inappropriate for recent urban 
climate science, demanding exact data for modeling and for 
application in real urban planning. We therefore have devotff
ed this Special Issue to GISfbased methods of LCZ delineation 
and their application to the development of highfquality 
LCZ data. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: 
Innovative GISfbased LCZ mapping methods; Analyses on 
producer and user accuracy for GISfbased/other methods; 
Studies on spatiotemporal variability of thermal exposure in 
LCZs; Application of LCZ concept in urban areas.
Guest Editors: Michal Lehnert, Jan Geletič, Stevan Savić
Deadline: February 28, 2021
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijgi/special_issues/Cliff
mate_Urban

“OUTDOOR THERMAL COMFORT IN CITIES:
ASSESSING AND DEVELOPING GREEN, BLUE AND 
GREY SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHY AND SUSTAIN--
ABLE URBAN FUTURE”

Special issue of Atmosphere 

Deadline: June 18, 2021
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/atmosphere/speff
cial_issues/urban_outdoor_thermal_comfort 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON URBAN CLIMATE 
(ICUC-11 HAS BEEN POSTPONED FROM THE ORIGI--
NAL DATES OF AUGUST 30-SEPTEMBER 2, 2021)
Sydney, Australia • August 29 fSeptember 2, 2022
https://conference.unsw.edu.au/en/icuc11

https://annual.ametsoc.org/index.cfm/2021/
https://www.egu2021.eu
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/special_issues/Urban_Microclimate_Air_Quality
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/special_issues/Urban_Microclimate_Air_Quality
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijgi/special_issues/Climate_Urban
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijgi/special_issues/Climate_Urban
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/atmosphere/special_issues/urban_outdoor_thermal_comfort
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/atmosphere/special_issues/urban_outdoor_thermal_comfort
https://conference.unsw.edu.au/en/icuc11
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Community Engagement Committee launches new 
IAUC Webinar Series

The IAUC is a vibrant community! The members and 
the ongoing activities within the realm of urban climate 
continue to thrive even amidst COVIDf19 restrictions. If 
anything, COVIDf19 has highlighted the critical imporff
tance of understanding the urban environment and the 
manner in which socioeconomic wellfbeing can be manff
aged. 

Many conferences in 2020/2021 were canceled or 
postponed. This includes our own ICUCf11 Sydney, 
which has been postponed to August 2022. In the abff
sence of these avenues, and also in response to the 2020 
community survey, a need for virtual community enff
gagement was urgently felt. For these reasons the IAUC 
established a Community Engagement Committee and 
initiated our first online webinar series in 2020. 

The series started by celebrating award winners and 
success stories within our community. The Luke Howard 
and Timothy Oke award winners − who silently received 
their high recognition in the absence of an infperson 
conference − were nominated as ideal candidates to 
bring the community together. These presentations 
were also selected to introduce students and earlyfcaff
reer researchers to recent accomplishments and statef
offthefart research in the urban climate field. 

The first IAUC webinar was held on November 6, inff
troducing the most recent Luke Howard award winners, 
Prof. Janet Barlow (University of Reading, UK) and Dr. 
Alberto Martilli (CIEMET, Spain). Speakers discussed the 
current statefoffthefart and critical future directions in 
understanding the urban boundary layer using various 
measurements and modeling methodologies. Dr. Barff
low highlighted novel observation methods and insights 
that these measurements have provided us over the last 

decade. Dr. Martilli elaborated on different methods of 
modelling the atmosphere in cities and discussed how 
atmospheric processes, mitigation strategies, and intraf
city heterogeneity should be considered in numerical inff
vestigations. The session was concluded with an interacff
tive discussion with the community led by Prof. Andreas 
Christen (University of Freiburg, Germany). A recording 
of the first webinar can be found online (unfortunately, 
due to technical issues the first part has been cut off). 

The second webinar was held on December 16, 2020, 
featuring the 2020 inaugural Timothy Oke Award winff
ners, Prof. Chao Ren (University of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong) and Prof. Scott Krayenhoff (University of Guelph, 
Canada) discussing their research on extreme urban 
heat. This event was particularly special as it started with  
remarks from Prof. Timothy Oke himself, who conff
gratulated the recipients of this award established to 
support earlyf to midfcareer scientists in the field. Prof. 
Ren then presented her work on assessing the risks of 
extreme heat events in denselyfbuilt urban areas such as 
Hong Kong, followed by Prof. Krayenhoff, who presentff
ed results on heat mitigation methods and modelling 
strategies needed to address these challenges. Finally, 
Prof. Dev Niyogi (University of Texas at Austin) led an 
interactive discussion on extreme heat, climate change 
in urban areas, and heat mitigation. A recording of the 
second event is also available online. 

The 2021 webinar sessions are in the works and we 
hope to showcase the strength, creativity, and diversity 
of our community through these online events. The topff
ics that are being planned include diverse areas such as 
the history of the urban climate, urban climate and it’s 
importance during the pandamic, climate change, and 

Discussion points from Prof. Janet Barlow’s presentation (left) and a snapshot of Dr. Alberto Martilli’s talk (right) 
during the first webinar.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bs6JQMi2lEytBZOdMEyiudRMgj9ynAWP/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bs6JQMi2lEytBZOdMEyiudRMgj9ynAWP/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/155dZLUp42jlds6rRiNd5qGO_2PU6qQyW/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/155dZLUp42jlds6rRiNd5qGO_2PU6qQyW/view
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Urban Climate News − The Quarterly Newsletter of the International Association for Urban Climate

Editor: David Pearlmutter
davidp@bgu.ac.il

News: Help wanted!
Volunteer here

The next edition of Urban Climate News will appear in late 
March. Contributions for the upcoming issue are welcome, 
and should be submitted by February 28, 2020 to the 
relevant editor.

Submissions should be concise and accessible to a wide 
audience. The articles in this Newsletter are unrefereed, 
and their appearance does not constitute formal publicaff
tion; they should not be used or cited otherwise.

Bibliography: Chenghao Wang and BibCom members
chenghao.wang@stanford.edu

Urban Projects: Helen Ward
Helen.Ward@uibk.ac.at

Conferences: Joe McFadden
mcfadden@ucsb.edu
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IAUC Board Members & Terms

· President: Nigel Tapper (Monash University, Australia), 2018f22

· Secretary: Andreas Christen (AlbertfLudwigs Universität 
Freiburg, Germany), 2018f22

· Treasurer: Ariane Middel (Arizona State University, USA), 2019f22

· Alexander Baklanov (WMO, Switzerland), WMO Representative, 
2018f22**

· Benjamin Bechtel (RuhrfUniversity Bochum, Germany), 2017f21

· Matthias Demuzere (RuhrfUniversity Bochum, Germany and 
CEO and Founder Kode), 2018f22

· Jorge Gonzalez (CUNY, USA): ICUC10 Local Organizer, 2016f21

· Melissa Hart (University of New South Wales, Australia), 2020f24

· Simone Kotthaus (Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France), 2020f24

· Leena Järvi (University of Helsinki, Finland), 2016f20

· Dev Niyogi (Purdue University, USA): ICUC10 Local Orga nizer, 
2016f21

· Negin Nazarian (University of New South Wales, Australia): ICUCd
11 Local Organizer, 2020f24

· David Pearlmutter (BenfGurion University, Israel), Newsletter 
Editor, 2008f*

· Chao Ren (University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong), 2017f21

· David Sailor (Arizona State University, USA), Past Secretary 2014f
2018*

· James Voogt (University of Western Ontario, Canada), Past Presidd
dent: 2014f2018*

· Helen Ward (University of Innsbruck, Austria), 2019f22

* nondvoting,  ** nondvoting appointed member

IAUC Committee Chairs
· Editor, IAUC Newsletter: David Pearlmutter

· News Editor: Dragan Milosevic

· Urban Projects Editor: Helen Ward

· Conferences Editor: Joe McFadden

· Bibliography Committee: Chenghao Wang

· Teaching Resources: Gerald Mills

· Awards Committee: Helen Ward

air pollution. We are also looking forward to receiving 
suggestions and are open to volunteers who want to get 
involved. So, if you have a proposal for a future webinar, 
please let us know. 

Stay tuned for new webinars and other online events 
and our best wishes for a very happy, healthy, joyous, 
urban climate friendly, 2021!

—  The IAUC community engagement committee: 
Natalie Theeuwes, Negin Nazarian, Melissa Hart 
and Dev Niyogi 

Screenshots of Timothy Oke saying a few words (top), 
and participants catching up with other IAUC members 
(bottom), before the second webinar.

mailto:davidp@bgu.ac.il
mailto:chenghao.wang@stanford.edu
mailto:Helen.Ward@uibk.ac.at
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